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Abstract

Introduction

Background: Trimodality treatment of muscle invasive bladder
cancer (MIBC) has a comparable effect to radical cystectomy with
maintain of bladder function. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy before
definitive treatment either surgery or radiotherapy is a state of art
nowadays.

Bladder cancer is ranked as the fourth most common
cancer in the United States among men while in women it is not
included in the top 10 cancers [1].The incidence and mortality
varies internationally. In North America, Europe and Egypt was
reported a higher incidence [2].The median age at diagnosis
being 72 years and before age 40 years, the diagnosis is rare.
Men are about 3 times more affected than in women [3].Muscle
invasive bladder cancer (MIBC) is locally advanced aggressive
disease. The current standard of care for the treatment of MIBC
is neoadjuvant cisplatin-based chemotherapy followed by radical
cystectomy (RC) with pelvic lymph node dissection [4, 5].

Patients and methods: We targeted sixty patients with
locally advanced bladder cancer who weren’t candidate for radical
cystectomy. Patients received 2 to 3 cycles of Induction chemotherapy
based on platinum compound (either cisplatin or carboplatin)
according to renal function in combination with gemcitabine followed
by definitive radiotherapy 66 Gy (2 Gy per fraction) concurrent with
weekly platinum compound in two phases.

Results: The age of patients had a median of 67 years. T3 was the
most presenting stage in 68.3% of patients. Forty- eight patients had
a clinical positive LN, while 38 patients had grade 3. 73.3% of patients
received 3 cycles of NA chemotherapy. 49 patients (81.6 %) received
full dose of planned radiotherapy dose, while weekly concurrent
chemotherapy was administrated in 95% of patients. Complete
response was achieved in 26 patients (43.3 %). After a median
follow up period of 16 months, 2-year progression free survival
(PFS) was 27.1 % and 2 –years overall survival (OS) was 52.3%.
PFS and OS were statistically significant differ in grade 2 vs. grade 3
(p=0.002, p=0.001), tumour size T2 vs. T3 and T4 (p=0.003,p=0.043)
and nodal status clinical negative LN vs. clinical positive LN
(p=0.02,p=0.006),respectively. Sex and type of chemotherapy had no
effect on survival. The toxicities were acceptable.
Conclusion: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy before definitive CRT
is feasible and provides acceptable results and tolerable toxicities in
locally advanced bladder cancer patients who radical cystectomy isn’t
suitable for them.
Key words: Neoadjuvant Platinum and Gemcitabine; Definitive
Radiotherapy; Concurrent Chemotherapy, Locally Advanced Bladder
Cancer
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When patients presented with more advanced stage or more
lymph nodes metastases that create the problem of impossibility
of radical cystectomy. The use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
or induction chemotherapy before definitive treatment either
surgery or radiotherapy give better chance of effective eradication
of micrometastasis and increase the feasibility of local treatment
[6]. In addition, it has the great potentiality to deliver the drugs
with higher doses and lesser toxicities that give more opportunity
for better efficacy and response to chemotherapy [7, 8].

Cisplatin combinations in neoadjuvant setting has an
absolute survival benefit (approximately 5% at 5 years) in
condition precedes cystectomy or radiotherapy [9, 10]. Trimodality
therapy (TMT), which included transurethral resection (TUR) of
bladder tumor followed by concomitant radiotherapy (RT) with
chemotherapy, is considered as alternative therapy for MIBC.
However there are no prospective randomized study to directly
compare between RC and TMT, the overall survival (OS) was
similar achieved in RC and TMT arms in retrospective studies
[11,12].
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy or induction chemotherapy
before radiotherapy was studied as replacement of radical
cystectomy aiming for organ preservation and avoids cystectomy
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complications [13, 14]. The efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
in advanced bladder stage was established primarily with
regimen of methotrexate, vinblastine, doxorubicin, and cisplatin
combination (MVAC), with achievement of pathologically tumour
complete response rates (pT0) in about 38% of cases [15]. But
based on the comparable efficacy with lesser toxicities and better
tolerability of gemcitabine and cisplatin (GC) in patients with
metastatic disease, gemcitabine combination with cisplatin has
become the most commonly used regimen in the neoadjuvant
setting[16-18].
We aimed in our study to assess the outcome of locally
advanced unresectable bladder cancer in our institution by using
neoadjuvant (NA) chemotherapy based on platinum compound
(either cisplatin or carboplatin) according to renal function
in combination with gemcitabine(GC or G-carb) followed by
definitive radiotherapy concomitant with platinum compound.
The Primary end point of study was progression free survival
(PFS). Secondary end points were complete response (CR) rate,
toxicities assessment and overall survival (OS).

Patients and methods

Sixty patients with confirmed diagnosed of transitional
cell carcinoma of the bladder were selected in this prospective
trial. The study was conducted in clinical oncology and nuclear
medicine department – Mansoura University from July 2016 to
July 2018. Informed consent was obtained from all Participants
with approval of our local institutional review board.

Patients with clinically stages T2-4N0-3 who weren’t
suitable for cystectomy, age ≥ 18 years at diagnosis, The Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status PS
0-2, and adequate haematological, renal and hepatic function
were included in our study. Patients with second malignancy or
previous radiotherapy to pelvis, sever medical problems that
affect tolerance to chemotherapy were excluded from the study.

Pretreatment evaluation and assessment

Complete history and clinical examination, complete
laboratory evaluation (differential CBC, liver function tests,
and serum creatinine, urea and creatinine clearance), complete
radiological assessment (CT chest- abdomen and pelvis- MRI on
pelvis, bone scan if clinically indicated).

Treatment delivery

Two to three cycles of NA chemotherapy based on platinum
compound either cisplatin or carboplatin according to kidney
function assessment and general performance of patients in
combination with gemcitabine were administrated. Cisplatin
was given in dose 70 mg/ m2 in day 1 and gemcitabine 1250
mg/ m2 in days 1 & 8 to be repeated every 3 weeks. Adequate
hydration and antiemetic was given before cisplatin. Carboplatin
was administrated according to area under curve (AUC) = 5 in
day 1 and gemcitabine 1000 mg/ m2 in days 1 & 8 to be repeated
every 3 weeks. Radiotherapy was applied after chemotherapy
in 2 phases (phase 1 was 46 gray /23 fractions to whole pelvis
followed by Phase II 20 gray/ 10 fractions local to the bladder)
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with weekly chemotherapy (cisplatin 40 mg/m2 or carboplatin
dose (AUC = 2). 3-dimentional conformal radiotherapy was using
for radiotherapy delivery according to the Radiation Therapy
Oncology Group (RTOG) guidelines.

Assessment of Toxicity

Toxicities assessment was performed clinically and by
laboratory evaluation every cycle using toxicity grading of the
common terminology criteria for adverse events (NCI-CTC,
version 4.0). During radiotherapy, patients were seen weekly for
recording of any toxicity. Early radiation toxicity was reported
within 3 months and late toxicities were reported after that time.

Assessment of response

Radiological assessment was done after 8 week after
radiotherapy finishing, based on response evaluation criteria in
solid tumors (RECIST) criteria after treatment, patient assessed
clinically every 2 month for first 2 years then every 3-4 months
after that for reporting of any progression and recording of
toxicities. Annual radiological evaluation was done, or when
indicated.

Statistical analysis

Mean and standard deviation were estimates of quantitative
data. Fisher exact test was used for qualitative data. The Kaplan–
Meier method was used for survival data, PFS was the time from
the date of starting treatment to the date of the evidence of disease
progression or death in the absence of disease progression. OS
was determined from the diagnosis to the time of the last follow
up visit or death whatever the cause with SPSS [Statistical
package] (version 23.0). The 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs)
were calculated with the exact method. All P values were twotailed; a value of < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

In this study, sixty patients with locally advanced nonmetastatic bladder cancer patients were treated in Clinical
Oncology and Nuclear Medicine department in Mansoura
University in Egypt. The age of our patients had a median of 67
years (Range: 51-79 years, mean 66.2 years ±7.64). Males were
represented in 44 patients (73.3%) with male to female ratio 2.7
to 1. Most of patients had a score 1 in assessment of ECOG PS
(55%). Tumor stage T3 was the most presenting stage in 68.3%
patients (48.3% of patients had T3A and 20% staged as T3B).
Forty- eight patients had a clinical positive LN (53.3%, 26.7 % of
patients had N1 and N2, respectively).
The most presenting symptom is hematuria in 46 patients
(76.7 %), followed by dysuria in 65 % of patients. Renal function
was elevated in 29 patients (48.3%). The details of patients’
characteristics were described in table 1.

Treatment details were mentioned in table 2. It showed that 56
patients (93.3%) underwent TURB for pathological confirmation
and maximum tumour eradication. 73.3% of patients received 3
cycles of NA chemotherapy. GC was administrated in 28 patients
(46.7%) patients, while rest of patients received G-carb.
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Table 1: Patient and tumour characteristics
Variables

-          Age
•
Median
•
Range
-          Sex
•
Male
•
Female
-          ECOG PS Status
•
ECOG 0
•
ECOG 1
•
ECOG 2
-          Tumour stage(T)
•
T1
•
T2
•
T3 : A
B
•
T4
-          Nodal stage(N)
•
N0
•
N1
•
N2
-    Grading(G)
•
G1
•
G2
•
G3       
Associated co-morbidities
•
Diabetes
Melitues
•
Hypertension
•
Coronary
vascular disease

No (%)

Haematuria
Dysuria
Abdominal pain
Incontinence

Hydronephrosis
•
Yes
•
No
Renal impairment
•
Yes
•
No
Multiplicity
•
Solitary
•
Multiple
•
Diffuse

Variables

67
51-79
44(73.3)
16(26.7)
15(25)
33(55)
12(20)
0
6(10)
12(20)
29(48.3)
13(21.7)
12(22)
32(53.3)
16(26.7)
0
22(37.7)
38(63.3)
41(68.3)
38(63.3)
13(21.6)

presenting symptom
•
•
•
•

Table 2: Treatment characteristics

46(76.6)
39(65)
24(40)
4(6.6)
37(61.6)
23(38.3
29(48.3)
31(51.7)
26(43.3)
19(31.7)
15(25)

-

TURB
•
•
•

No
1 time
More than one

Rang of radiation dose

-          Total radiation dose(gray)
•
46 - < 65
•
65
-      Chemotherapy regimen
•
Gem-cisplatin
•
Gem-carboplatin
-      No of NA Chemotherapy cycles
•
2
•
3
-

Concurrent
chemotherapy
•
No of cisplatin case
Range of cycles
•
No of carboplatin
Range of cycles
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No (%)

4(66.7)
51(85)
5(8.3)

46-65 Gy
11(18.3)
49(81.6)
28(46.7)
32(53.3)
16(26.7)
44(73.3)
19(31.7)
2-5
38(63.3)
4-6

By assessment of patients clinically before starting
radiotherapy, we recorded improvement of haematuria in 41
patients out of 46(89.1%) patients, and Dysuria improvement
was reported in 33 out 39(84.6%) patients, while 17 out of 24
(70 %) patients felt improvement of abdominal pain.

Planed dose of radiotherapy was 66 gray (2 gray per fraction),
49 patients (81.6 %) received full dose while 11(18.3 %) of our
cases did not complete the described plane dose of radiotherapy.
6 patients due to side effects, 3 cases due to disease progression
while two others due to social causes.
Weekly concomitant chemotherapy was administrated in 57
of patients (19 cases was received cisplatin and 38 cases was
received carboplatin). Three patients who previously received
CG refused to receive further chemotherapy and 6 patients were
shifted to carboplatin due to intolerance and increase in serum
creatinine. Range of chemotherapy cycles was 2 to 6 cycles;
median was 3 cycles (range was 2 to 5 and 4 to 6 for no. of cycles
of cisplatin and carboplatin, respectively).
Toxicity assessment revealed that: The haematological
toxicity were recorded as 32 patients developed anaemia, 8
of them were in grade (G)3. Fourteen patients suffered from
neutropenia, mostly G 1-2. While thrombocytopenia was reported
in 14 patients 5 of them was in G3.

Other reported toxicities were urinary symptoms mostly
presented in cystitis in 52 patients, 49 patients were in G1-2.
Forty-one patients recorded G1-2 gastrointestinal toxicity (GIT).
Dermatological toxicity was the least reported one (14 patients
(23.3%) (Table 3).
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Table 3: Acute Toxicities
Acute toxicity
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Grade N (%)
G 1-2

G3

49(81.7)
41(68.3)
14(23.3)

3(5)
0
0

24(40)
11(18.3)
9(15)

8(13.3)
3(5)
5(8.3)

Non-heamatological toxicities

•
•
•

GU
GIT
  Skin

           
Haematological toxicities
• Anemia
•
Neutropenia
• Thrombocytopenia

After completion of treatment, patients were assessed
radiologically after 8 weeks to determine the response. 26
patients (43.3 %) had complete response (CR), while 30%
and 16.7% had partial response (PR) and stable disease (SD),
respectively. Progression of disease (PD) was detected in 6
patients (10%). Patient who experienced progression were
shifted to palliative chemotherapy or best supportive treatment.
Responding patient who had CR and PR were 22 vs. 23 patients,
while nonresponding patients were 6 vs. 9 cases in GC vs. G –
carbo subgroups, respectively (p=0.55).
After a median follow up period of 16 months ( rang; 6- 27
months), the status of patients was; 23 (38.3%) patients were in
CR, 17( 28.3% ) were alive with disease (4, 7, 5, and 3 patients
with residual disease, local recurrence , metastatic disease or
both metastasis with local recurrence , respectively). While 20
patients (33.3%) were dead, 15 patients because of bladder
cancer, 5 patients with other causes. The details are in table 4.
Table 4: Fate of patients

Response after treatment

•
•
•
•

Complete response
Partial response
Stable disease
Progressive disease

•
•
•
•

Fate on follow up
No evidence of disease
Alive with disease
Died of disease
Undercurrent death

Figure 1: Progression free survival of the studied patients

Figure 2: Overall survival of the studied patients

No. (%)

26(43.3)
18(30)
10(16.7)
6(10)
23(38.4)
17(28.3 )
15(25)
5(8.3)

2-year PFS was 27.1 % (the mean: 16.25 months ±0.736months)
(figure 1) and 2 –years OS was 52.3 % (the mean: 20.8 months
±0.736 months) (figure 2). In the analysis of survival relation
to prognostic factors, PFS was statistically significant differ

Figure 3A:
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Figure 3B:

Figure 3C:

Table 5: The survival relation to prognostic factors
Prognostic factors
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2-years PFS (%)

P value

2-years OS (%)

P value

32.4
15.2

0.43

56.1
36.5

0.98

Sex
•
•

Male
Female

Tumors stage (T)
•
T2
•
T3 and T4

Nodal stage (N)
•
N negative
•
N positive
Grade
•
•

Grade 2
Grade 3

Chemotherapy
Type
•
GC
•
G-Carb

100
17.5
59.3
19.4
53.9
11.9
33.5
18.6

in grade 2 vs. grade 3 (p=0.002), tumour size T2 vs. T3 and
T4 (p=0.003) and nodal status clinical negative LN vs. clinical
positive LN (p=0.02) (figure 3 A-B-C), with no significant relation
with sex (p=0.43) and chemotherapy type (p=0.11). As regards
OS, significant relation was found in relation to grade (p=0.001),
tumour stage (p=0.043) and LNs (p=0.006). Also no significant
relation with sex (p=0.98) and chemotherapy type (p=0.68)
(Table 5).

Discussion

Radical cystectomy with pelvic Lymph nodes dissection was
the standard treatment with curative intent for long time For
MIBC, in spite of development of metastatic disease in about

0.003

0.02

0.002

0.11

100
29.6
100
32.8
86.7
19.7

0.043

0.006

0.001

0.68

56.9
51.6

half of patients [4, 21]. With introducing of chemotherapy
and advancement of multidisciplinary approach in locally
advanced bladder cancer, chemotherapy take wide part in
management of bladder cancer as neoadjuvant or adjuvant
treatment. NA chemotherapy and radical cystectomy with pelvic
lymphadenectomy is the gold standard treatment of MIBC [22].

Anan et al, reported in a multicenter study in Japan a
significantly increase in administration of NA chemotherapy
from 10 % in period between 1996-2004 to 83% from 2005 to
2016[23]. Moreover based on the result of several meta-analysis
[18, 21], they conclude that NA chemotherapy before definitive
local treatment either with surgery or radiotherapy create
survival advantage. The same benefit in term of pathological
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down staging, 5- year PFS and 5- year OS was obtained in another
study using NA platinum compound plus gemcitabine before RC
in MIBC [23].

In comparison between, MVAC and gemcitabine with platinum
compound either cisplatin or carboplatin in neoadjuvant is setting
before RC, no significant difference in pathological complete
response between them. However, MVAC was associated with a
significantly higher overall survival, but the difference was no
longer statistically significant after exclusion of carboplatin data
[18]. However, GC had gained favor in view of less toxicity profile
and easy to administration [24].

With consideration of organ preservation and maintain
bladder function, the role of radical radiotherapy treatment is take
a chance in management of bladder cancer. But in comparison to
RC, the results came poor as regards local control and survival with
less affection of quality of life of patients especially the functional
quality of the neo-bladder [25-26]. These leads to development
of TMT by applying TURB followed by chemoradiation , providing
the possibility of cure with preservation of bladder function
and comparable survival outcomes of patients after TMT in
comparison to RC[27-29]. Fahmy et al, analyzed the result of
a 10-year disease specific survival(DSS) and 10-year OS were
50.9% and 30.9% for TMT and 57.8% and 35.1% for RC (P =
0.26), (P = 0.32), respectively) [27].
The definitive treatment by radical radiotherapy combined
with chemotherapy sensitizer provides an alternative approach
in those group of patients who had associated co- morbidities ,
advanced stage , or positive clinically lymph nodes. In our study,
we targeted that group of patients who weren’t candidates for
surgery and presented with clinical stage T2-T4 with or without
clinical positive LN. Two to three cycles of NA chemotherapy was
administrated; gemcitabine combined with platinum compound
either cisplatin or carboplatin, depending on renal function
assessment.

We found the application of chemotherapy before definitive
treatment with radiotherapy concomitant with chemotherapy
is alternative approach to its application before surgery. These
provide several advantages ; rapid control of patients symptoms,
early introduction of chemotherapy before radiotherapy allow for
more better delivery of treatment and control of micrometastasis
[6-8,30], and provide a line of treatment till availability of
radiotherapy delivery to overcome delay of radiotherapy starting
especially in low income countries with long list of patients.
Carboplatin usage in bladder cancer revealed comparable
results to cisplatin, Moreover there were no clear evidence of
superiority of Cisplatin –compound protocol in NA setting [3132].

In our series no significant difference in response between
patient receiving carboplatin and cisplatin (p=0.55), but tolerance
to carboplatin was in advantage. We reported 6 patients received
Cisplatin in NA setting shifted to carboplatin, also the range of
concurrent number of cycles was more with carboplatin (4 to 6
vs. 2 to 5 cycles).
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The role of NA chemotherapy was discussed in two large
randomized trial that were conducted by the Medical Research
Council/European Organization for Research and Treatment
of Cancer and Southwest Oncology Group’s study [33-34], they
concluded the significant benefit of survival of NA chemotherapy
before definitive local treatment and was considered as state
of art [ 34]. In the updated study, most of patients stage were
in T3 and had Nx , they received 3 cycles on CMV followed by
surgery or RT without randomization. Twenty percent reduction
of death and 9% reduction of risk of loco-regional recurrence.
The outcome NA chemotherapy before RT in comparison with
NA chemotherapy before cystectomy is worse, but it is mostly
attributed to difference in patients’ criteria and absence of
randomization and selection of local treatment depend on
physician choice [34].

In ours, CR was achieved in 43% of patients, 2 –years PFS and
OS were 27 %and 52%, respectively. Survival data was comparable
to result obtained from a German study [35]. They reported
3-year OS was 56.9%, however CR was achieved in 66.7% of the
patients and lower response rate in our series, may be attributed
to enrolment of more patients had T3 and T4 with positive LNs.
The report from another study was CR in 60%, PR in 26%, 2 year
survival were 34.4% and 74% for DFS and OS, respectively [11],
these findings more or less similar in survival and also little lower
as regard CR. Some studies report a CR approximate our results
[15-31-36]. Moreover in our series no tissue biopsy confirmation
was done after definite treatment as we did not plane to proceed
to surgery as selection criteria of our patients.
CMV or MVAC were the most used induction chemotherapy
protocol in previous studies, in one study [37] use CMV or GC
without comparing of effect, but toxicity profile was better
with GC [7% of cases suffered from grade (3/4) neutropenia
and thrombocytopenia , cystitis in 26% and enteritis in 18%.
The result is comparable to our results as we reported grade 3
haematological toxicities in neutropenia and thrombocytopenia
in 5% and 6.6%, respectively. However high incidence of cystitis
and enteritis, but most of our cases were in grade 1.CR was high in
comparable to us, but in Cobo et al, the patients criteria included
patients in stage T2 (21 out of 28 patients) and T3 only. The
better results was obtained with stage T2, this was comparable to
our results as we reported 100% of 2- year OS and PFS.
Selection of patients with clinically positive lymph node to
receive NA chemotherapy before surgery was studies in Hermans
et al series [38], they selected 659 patients with cT1-4a N1-3M0
urothelial carcinoma, they reported as statistically significant
difference in CR between NA chemotherapy group vs. upfront
cystectomy (39% vs. 5%, P < 0.001)) and 27% versus 3% (P
< 0.001) for cN2-3 UC, Also survival data was in favor of NA
chemotherapy. OS at 3 years were 66% versus 37% (cN1) and
43% versus 22% (cN2-3) (P < 0.001)[39].In another study , CR
and PR were 14.5% and 27%, in patients with clinically positive
LNs received NA chemotherapy before RC ( GC was used in 43%,)
[40]. Clinical positive LNs had a significantly lower PFS and OS in
relation to negative LNs cases in our study.
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The factors affecting survival in this results was grade,
tumour stage and LN status. Grade is well stablished as the most
important factors affecting the survival of patients of bladder
cancer [40]. Patients with Stage T2-T3, grade 2 tumors had a
statistically significantly better chance of remaining relapse free
than did the others (P = 0.045) [41].

Conclusion

Our study targeted the patients with locally advanced
bladder cancer with or without clinically positive LNs and can’t
be offered by radical cystectomy. They had a chance of treatment
with chemoradiotherapy. TURB followed by neoadjuvant
chemotherapy based on GC or G-carb for 2 to 3 cycles then
radiotherapy concomitant with cisplatin or carboplatin provides
acceptable survival results with tolerable toxicity. However our
study had several limitations as small number of patients, shorter
follows up period and shortage of pathological confirmation after
treatment.
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